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Social Problems

2000

preface 1 the sociology of social problems the sociological approach social movements and social problems consequences of actions taken on social problems perspectives on social
problems and social programs sociological perspectives on social problems research on social problems part one deviance and social variations 2 crime and delinquency the nature
and extent of crime crime causation theories types of crimes the criminal justice system how to reduce crime and delinquency 3 emotional and behavioral problems the nature and
extent of emotional and behavioral problems mental health issues social structure and mental illness treatment 4 drug abuse drugs and society facts about and effects of
commonly used drugs rehabilitation programs suggestions for curbing drug abuse in the future 5 variations in human sexuality sex in history and in other cultures sex variances
rather than sex problems tolerated sex variance asocial sex variance structural sex variance personal sexual concerns part two inequality problems 6 racism and ethnocentrism
ethnic groups and ethnocentrism prejudice discrimination and oppression background of racial groups strategies for advancing social and economic justice the future of american race
and ethnic relations 7 sexism the history of sexism sexual harassment sex roles and sexism biology or socialization consequences of sexism recent developments and the future 8
ageism an overview problems faced by the elderly current services the future 9 poverty poverty in the united states programs to combat poverty part three troubled institutions 10
family the american family past and present problems in the family social change and the future of the american family 11 health care physical illnesses and the health care system
problems in health care aids proposed programs to combat health care 12 education problem areas in education improving education toward equal educational opportunity 13 big
business technology and work big business technology work problems with work regulating big business and technological development current and proposed solutions to work
problems part four problems of a changing world 14 violence terrorism and war types of violence causes of violence approaches to reducing violence 15 urban problems history of
cities urban and rural areas defined an urbanizing world theories on the effects of urbanism problems confronting central cities strategies to improve urban areas 16 population rapid
population growth and overpopulation 17 environment environmental problems general pollutants confronting environmental problems epilogue glossary notes photo credits name
index subject index

Encyclopedia of Social Problems

2008-05-22

social problems affect everyone because so many actual and potential problems confront us it is often difficult to decide which ones affect us most severely is it the threat of death
or injury during a terrorist attack is it the threat caused by industrial pollution that may poison us or destroy our physical environment or does quiet but viciously damaging
gender age class racial or ethnic discrimination have the most far reaching effect do the problems of cities affect us if we live in the suburbs do poorer nations problems with
overpopulation affect our quality of life the encyclopedia of social problems offers an interdisciplinary perspective into many social issues that are a continuing concern in our
lives whether we confront them on a personal local regional national or global level with more than 600 entries these two volumes cover all of the major theories approaches and
contemporary issues in social problems and also provide insight into how social conditions get defined as social problems and the ways different people and organizations view and
try to solve them key features provides as comprehensive an approach as possible to this multifaceted field by using experts and scholars from 19 disciplines anthropology biology
business chemistry communications criminal justice demography economics education environmental studies geography health history languages political science psychology social
work sociology and women s studies presents a truly international effort with contributors from 17 countries argentina australia canada england france germany greece hong kong
india ireland italy kenya new zealand romania scotland turkey and the united states addresses social problems that are fairly new such as computer crimes and identity theft and
others that are centuries old such as poverty and prostitution examines social problems differently from place to place and from one era to another explains the perspectives and
foundations of various social theories and offers different lenses to view the same reality key themes aging and the life course community culture and change crime and deviance
economics and work education family gender inequality and sexual orientation health housing and urbanization politics power and war population and environment poverty and
social class race and ethnic relations social movements social theory substance abuse readers investigating virtually any social problem will find a rich treasure of information
and insights in this reference work making it a must have resource for any academic library
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Social Problems

1975

provides a comparative perspective on the state of social problems and deviance in a variety of societies around the world this book explores the theory of the weakness of the
strong in other words strong or wealthy nations may have greater vulnerability to some social problems than less developed or affluent societies

Handbook of Social Problems

2004

social problems and inequality explores integrated and root cause based explanations of complex social problems written in clear and understandable language allowing it to be
used for classroom purposes it addresses the most fundamental principles of how humans acting through social units create and eventually can remedy social problems with a
central focus on the problem of inequality and the manner in which this is manifested in crime social class and stratification this book examines the key theoretical perspectives
relevant to the study and solution of social problems whilst drawing upon rich illustrations and case studies from the us and europe to offer a thorough examination of the nature
common root causes and social remedies of social problems providing discussions of both theoretical approaches and concrete applications social problems and inequality
investigates the sources of various prejudices and attitudes that contribute to social problems and the associated issues of globalization economic greed and imperialism accessible
in style and comprehensive in its coverage this book will appeal to students and scholars of social problems across the social sciences

Social Problems and Inequality

2016-04-01

companion reader to anna leon guerrero s social problems 2nd edition

Contemporary Readings in Social Problems

2008-11-21

the future of the sociologist s profession is jeopardized by an ongoing trend toward the politicization of sociology and the radicalization of social problems this book calls for the
rethinking of the culture of social political and economic liberty to create a resurgence of a sociological agenda social problems in a free society offers an original perspective on
social problems such as violations of the principles of individual rights and the free market this book is a vision for reinvigorating the discipline in a fashion undreamt of within the
wearisome strains of today s radical social problems theory

Social Problems in a Free Society

2004

hh06 the analysis of social problems linda r weber state university of new york h4166 8 300 pp 6 x 9 0 205 14166 8 paperbound 1995 15 00nk november this book takes an
analytical approach to the study of social problems the author develops a conceptual framework from which to understand social problems helping students integrate detailed
materials found in traditional social problems books the book provides readers who have no sociological background with an overview background of sociology its theory and
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Social Problems

1980

presents a sense of sociological attitude and appreciation of world problems

The Analysis of Social Problems

1995

budding with new insight this top selling proactive book probes the nature and causes of each major social problem confronting citizens today and with historical and multicultural
sensitivity delves into the social control and social action issues inherent to each particular problem balancing viewpoints and supporting material with research and policy each
chapter covers topics in a micro to macro format pointing out the interrelationships among today s social problems and the possibility of approaching them from several perspectives
chapter topics include sociological perspectives on social problems problems of physical health mental illness sex related social problems alcohol and other drugs crime and
criminals violence poverty amid affluence racism prejudice and discrimination sex roles and inequality an aging society the changing family problems of education problems of work and
the economy urban problems population and immigration technology and the environment and war and terrorism for individuals looking to understand today s social problems and help
solve them

Social Problems

1984

empower your students to become part of the solution with a clear and upbeat voice author anna leon guerrero s thought provoking overview of social problems challenges readers
to understand and recognize social problems in their communities and inspires them to become part of the solution the fifth edition of social problems community policy and social
action goes beyond the typical presentation of contemporary social problems and their consequences by emphasizing the importance and effectiveness of community involvement to
achieve real solutions with an overarching focus on social inequalities and policy this proven text provides a platform for discussion that encourages critical thinking and inspires
hope the extra emphasis on social action and movements is a real strength i like that the three major perspectives are used in each chapter as i feel many texts just put that in the first
chapter and then forget about it todd michael callais university of cincinnati blue ash

Social Problems

1989

this text takes a balanced approach to social problems as it moves from macro to micro problems a strong cross cultural emphasis throughout the book is bolstered by special
focus on sections which highlight particular social problems in other countries at the end of each chapter connections sections link the particular social problem discussed in that
chapter with other social problems to explicitly demonstrate that social problems don t occur in isolation
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Social Problems

1981

the only reader to look at how other countries solve their social problems in order to help us in the u s solve our own this reader offers an emphasis on solving social problems a
topic that is lacking in most social problems textbooks it is organized around thirteen problem areas typically covered in the social problems course and can be used to complement
any social problems textbook the readings included are from other societies and demonstrate successful alternatives for overcoming the social problems that plague the united
states

Analyzing Social Problems

1976

while conventional social problems textbooks focus on issues in the united states global social problems examines major problems around the world beginning with a broad history
of how humanity came to be divided along its present major social cleavages the text then turns to the specific problems of war social inequality population and resources and
environment it is intended as a core reading for a class on global social problems including war inequality population and resources and environment

Social Problems

2001

karl pearson s social problems delves into the root causes of social issues and proposes solutions for these problems pearson brings together his extensive research in sociology and
his personal experience to present a compelling and relevant analysis of society s most pressing issues this book is essential reading for anyone interested in understanding the
complexities of social problems and working towards a more just world this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Social Problems

2015-06-18

reproduction of the original sociology and modern social problems by charles a ellwood

Contemporary Social Problems

1933

this theoretically balanced text provides the latest research findings and a consistent structure to help students analyze major social problems facing the united states henslin
presents boths sides of an argument with a neutral voice and has a down to earth writing style when students complete this text not only do they gain a sociological
understanding of social problems but also they are able to explore and evaluate their own opinions about specific social problems they will gain a greater awareness of the social
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forces that shape their orientations to social problems and their perspectives on social life the ideas in this book then can penetrate students thinking and give shape to their views of
the world

Social Problems

1995

for the past thirty years i have been teaching studying and researching social problems in the us the topics have always been challenging and fascinating while at the same time they
have been frustrating and often disappointing i always found examples of social programs that were effective at targeting a specific aspect of a complex problem but too often these
extraordinary ideas were applied beyond their capacity then once the program failed to be a panacea policymakers discounted the actual value of the program in its original design i
felt a similar frustration when enormous resources were dedicated to programs that while politically popular had little chance at succeeding because they were based on inaccurate
assessments of the problem it is easy to see why students might feel that a social problems course offers little encouragement to find solutions when i had the opportunity to write
a comprehensive social problems textbook for oxford university press i was presented with a moment to frame the issues in an objective way to explain clearly and effectively not
only the nature and complexity of specific social problems but how sociological theory is a useful lens through which these problems can be understood i also had the chance to
point out that there are in fact solutions that work as i tell my students the question is not really what caused the problem we know these are social problems and that means
they have social causes the interesting question is what we are willing as a society to do about them

Solutions to Social Problems

2001

excerpt from social problems outlines and references social problems outlines and references offers to high school seniors a course which presents some of the ethical and
sociological implications that underlie our civic and economic activities the course aims to widen the stu dent s societary outlook to enlarge his reading horizon to suggest
standards by which social values may be measured and to inspire him with a spirit of community idealism about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

Social Problems

1976

in constructing social problems the authors propose that social problems be conceived as the claimsmaking activities of individuals or groups regarding social conditions they
consider unjust immoral or harmful and that should be addressed this perspective as the authors have formulated it conceives of social problems as a process of interaction that
produces social problems as social facts in society the authors further propose that this process and the social facts it produces are the data to be researched for the sociology
of social problems this volume will be of interest to those concerned with the discipline of sociology especially its current theoretical development and growth

Global Social Problems

2007-03-01
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textbook in sociology and social pathology presenting fundamental contemporary social problems comprises papers and excerpts from published material on such issues as police
violence the social system in the concentration camp the horror of nuclear war crime and poverty mental health social structure and anomie social psychology youth unrest among
university students employment discrimination black life and the social process sociological factors in addiction to drugs etc references and statistical tables

Contemporary Social Problems

1947

this book represents a truly innovative and empowering approach to social problems instead of focusing solely on a seemingly tireless list of major problems sara towe horsfall
considers how select key issues can be solved and pays particular attention to the advocate groups already on the front lines horsfall first provides a robust theoretical
foundation to the study of social problems before moving on to the problems themselves examining each through the lens of specific advocate groups working towards solutions this
concise and accessible text also incorporates useful learning tools including study questions to help reinforce reading comprehension questions for further thought to encourage
critical thinking and classroom discussion a glossary of key terms and a worksheet for researching advocate groups social problems an advocate group approach is an essential
resource for social problems courses and for anyone who is inspired to effect change

Social Problems

2023-07-18

the human life course is filled with and subject to a wide range of personal difficulties many of which are shared by others life events and processes such as birth childhood training
for and entering an occupation marriage and procreation growing older death and dying are all subject to dilemmas obstacles and barriers social problems across the life course
offers accessible readings that examine the societal construction of social problems out of the personal troubles that people confront at major life stages the essays provide an
overview and illustrate the theory and principals that inform both the life course and social problems introductions by the editors vividly introduce the research and key theories in
this unique anthology perhaps the only one available to help students understand how life stages and personal and social problems interact

Contemporary Social Problems

1989

each chapter in this innovative social problems text is written by a specialist or pair of specialists from appropriate subfields within sociology the typical single author approach is
limiting given the complexity of the contemporary issues surrounding each social problem discussed involving many content experts ensures that the theories research and examples
used in each chapter will be as current and relevant as possible chapters open with personal statements from the contributing authors discussing how they got involved with
studying the problem they are writing about javier trevino serves as the general editor making sure that each author follows the chapter template and maintains a consistency in
level and style

Sociology and Modern Social Problems

2018-09-21

excerpt from major social problems plans and schemes by the hundred have been worked out to meet the new conditions growing out of the world war they attack this evil and remedy
that situation on the whole they leave us where we were because they deal with what may be called minor social problems underlying these minor problems are the major social
problems which deal with fundamental principles and attitudes the author has attempted to discuss these in the following pages unless we face the facts as we find them and try to
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find solutions for them we may never succeed in evolving a better society this task demands courage and an open mind the author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness directly to
the late frank lester ward to professors franklin h giddings of columbia university and edward a ross of wisconsin university and to many other writers indirectly although with no
less sincere appreciation the material of this book has been used in classes at new york university references and questions for each chapter have been added at the end of the volume in
the hope that other teachers may find them of use in their classes about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Social Problems

2006

popular culture is more than just a broad term for entertainment and frivolous diversions and is highly relevant to many aspects of society in this exciting textbook the authors
offer insights into the important but often overlooked relationship between popular culture and social problems drawing on historical and topical examples they apply an innovative
theoretical framework to examine how facets of popular culture from movies and music to toys and games as well as billboards bumper stickers and bracelets shape how we think
about and respond to social issues including student features and evocative case studies this is the first book to make the link between popular culture and social problems and will
help students understand the relationship between them deftly combining the fun and irreverence of popular culture with a critical scholarly inquiry this timely book delivers an
engaging account of how our interactions with popular culture matter more than we think

Social Problems

1988

first published in 1987 social problems and mental health presents a sophisticated response to the whole question of what constitutes a social problem with nearly fifty entries
giving a range of perspectives on the main problem issues of our age also included are useful suggestions for further reading entries cover areas of concern connected with physical
and mental health poverty crime and violence family and social relationships sexuality and so on the book provides succinct descriptions of various areas of concern with historical
backgrounds both casual readers and students of sociology and psychology will find the book useful

Social Problems

2021-09

Social Problems

2018-03-21

Constructing Social Problems

1987-01
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Mass Society in Crisis

1971

Social Problems

2022-05-18

Social Problems

2018-05-30

Social Problems across the Life Course

2003-09-03

Investigating Social Problems

2014-08-08

Major Social Problems

2015-06-14

Social Problems

1883

Social Problems in Popular Culture

2016-09-28
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The Church and Social Problems

1894

Social Problems in India

2022-02-11

Social Problems and Mental Health
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